New Classes – March/April
Stitches 2
Continue to explore the inner secrets of your machine. Many of those stitches you've
fallen in love with look just as good (or better) done with a twin needle! Combine that
twin needle with a cording foot, and Voilà! Pin tucks! Learn fancy hemming techniques just like store bought clothing. See what you can do when you wind pearl cotton threads
onto your bobbin and embroider from the "wrong" side (called "bobbin work"). The sky's
the limit!
Becky's classes book quickly, so if you are interested in this class, don't wait for sign
up. No previous Stitches class necessary to register for this one.
Instructor: Becky Mattison
Friday, March 23,skip week of 30th, April 6, and April 13 / 9:30 - 11:30
Class Level: Beginner and Beyond
Class Fee: 45.00

Yellow Brick Road
...a pattern for the beginner quilter and the most experienced quilter all at the same
time!
It's a fat quarter bonanza! Choose any color range you can imagine, from conservative
to flamboyant AND best of all choose any size from baby quilt to king size for the
master. Beginning quilters will conquer rotary cutting, quarter-inch seam allowance and
be on their way to a new exciting avocation. Experienced quilters will love the ease of
putting together this quilt because it's fast to make, strip pieced and has a scrappy
look...and a great last minute quilt!
Instructor: Penie Papazian
Tuesday, March 27, April 3, 10, 17, 24. 9:30 - 11:30
Class Level: Beginner and Beyond
Class Fee: $55.00
-over-

Curved Piecing Workshop
In this one-day workshop you will learn to make your own quilt templates and learn the
tricks of curved piecing all while creating a single bird block. Once your block is created
you can go on to turn it into whatever suits... a pillow, add more blocks and make a
spring table runner, make still more blocks and turn it into a wonderfully happy quilt... or
use it as I did to make a wall hanging...the choice is yours.
Instructor: Judy McIlvaine
Thursday, March 29/ 9:30 - 3:00, 1/2 break for lunch
Class Level: Intermediate
Class Fee: $40.00

Bear Paw
This very classic quilt will add a touch of cuddle to any home. It's 62" x 62" size is
perfect for the sofa back and it can be done to suit any décor... I made mine very
country, bright colors would add a dose of cheer... or for a more modern look you might
choose grunge! The quilt features 16 different fabrics, one for each block (raid your
stash) and it is set on point, using only one fabric for all the backgrounds makes the
blocks appear to float. No need for a border on this one.
Instructor: Judy McIlvaine
Thursday, April 5, 12, 19, 26/ 9:30 - 11:30
Class Level: Novice and Beyond
Class Fee: 45.00
Some Business:
Class Levels: At the end of each class description you will see a class level.
The following is a description of these levels.



Beginner: you have little sewing experience, may or may not have made a quilt before.



Novice: have experience with a rotary cutter, feel comfortable with a ¼" seam allowance, have done some quilting.



Intermediate: have made several quilts, feel comfortable with most aspects of quilting, can sew a consistent ¼" seam
allowance.



Class Fee: The class fee for all classes is listed in the class description. At the time that you register you will be
required to pay for the class fee in total. Class fees do not include supply costs.

Fees are refundable if you cancel one week prior to class start date. We will refund if the class does not run. PLEASE BE SURE
TO CHECK WITH US THAT THE CLASS IS RUNNING BEFORE YOU PURCHASE YOUR CLASS SUPPLIES. WE CAN
NOT REFUND CLASS SUPPLIES.
We respectfully request that class supplies, and material be purchased at The Quilt Shop at Vac n Sew. Our class fees cover only
the cost of the instructors.

